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Abstract. We present a variant of the Boneh & Franklin Identiy-
based EncryptionIBE scheme to derive an authenticated sym-
metric key-exchange protocol, when combined with a signature
scheme. Our protocol usesIBE as a secure channel to establish
a symmetric key between two users and, after that, further com-
munication can be done by symmetric cryptography, much faster
than pairing-based cryptography.
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1. Introduction

The concept of identity-based cryptography was first proposed in 1984 by Adi Shamir
[9]. In his paper, Shamir presented a new model of asymmetric cryptography in which
the public key of any user is a characteristic that uniquely identifies himself/herself, like
an e-mail address. Since the public keys are not random numbers, digital certificates
are needless. After Shamir’s model, many researchers tried to propose a cryptographic
scheme in this model, but only in 2001 an efficient one was proposed by Dan Boneh and
Matthew Franklin [3], based on pairings.

However, theIBE scheme of Boneh & Franklin (which we call “BF’s scheme” in
the remainder of this paper) depends on a random number chosen by the sender of the
message, and if this random number is not carefully chosen, the security of the scheme is
seriously compromised. This occurs because the BF’s scheme encrypts a message using
an XOR function, and as proved in [4],XOR-based functions can be easily broken by a
chosen-plaintext attack if the same key is used more than once.

In this paper, we propose a variant of theBF’s scheme, replacing theXOR function
by a symmetric encryption algorithm. With this change,BF’s scheme can be used as a
key-exchange protocol provided that it is combined with a signature scheme to guarantee
mutual authentication of the parties involved.

There are similar key-exchange protocols based on pairings, among them we can
cite [5, 6, 8, 10, 11]. But they are less efficient.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes ID-based cryptosys-
tems. Section 3 reviews theIBE BF’s scheme and shows the need of a carefully chosen
random number. Section 4 presents our variant of theBF’s scheme, for the key-exchange



purpose. Section 5 reviews a signature scheme to be used together with a modified Boneh
& Franklin IBE, so as to guarantee authentication of the two parties in the protocol (a.k.a.
mutual authentication). Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and proposes further re-
search.

2. Identity-based cryptosystems

2.1. Bilinear maps

LetG1 be an additive group of prime orderq andG2 be a multiplicative group of the same
order, in which the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is assumed to be hard. Concretely,
we can think ofG1 as a group of points on an elliptic curve overFq, andG2 as a subgroup
of the multiplicative group of a finite fieldF∗

qk for somek ∈ Z∗. Let P be a generator of
G1 and lete : G1 ×G1 −→ G2 be a mapping with the following properties:

1. bilinearity: A mappinge is bilinear if e(aP, bQ) = e(P,Q)ab for all P,Q ∈ G1

and for alla, b ∈ Fq, whereFq is a finite field of orderq;
2. non-degeneracy: A mapping is non-degenerate if existsQ ∈ G1 so that

e(P,Q) 6= 1, that is, the mapping does not map all pairs inG1 × G1 to the
identity inG2;

3. Computability: A mapping is efficiently computable ife(P,Q) can be computed
in polynomial-time for allP, Q ∈ G1.

Examples of pairings that satisfy these properties are the Weil pairing and the Tate pairing.
Due to many improvements on its computation [1, 2], we consider the Tate pairing more
efficient than Weil pairing.

2.2. Key generation

In ID-based cryptosystems we need a private key generator (PKG) which generates a pair
of keys based on the identity of the user. After generating the keys, thePKG uses a secure
channel to send the private key to the owner of the identity.

The process of generating keys is the following: letID be an identity of a user
Alice (e.g., her e-mail address). First,PKG computes Alice’s public key (Qalice), by map-
ping her identity to a point of the elliptic curve (using a hash functionH1) and then,PKG

uses his master keys ∈ Fq to compute Alice’s private key (Salice), multiplying Qalice by
s. This process is summarized below:

Qalice = H1(ID) (1)

Salice = sQalice (2)

Here, to strengthen the security model, we can view the hash functionH1 as a random
oracle, defined as follows:

H1 : {0, 1}∗ −→ G1

3. The IBE BF’s scheme

Let (Qbob, Sbob) be a pair of Bob’s identity-based keys;RPKG be a standard public key of
the entity that generates Bob’s keys, so thatRPKG = sP , wheres is PKG’s master key
andP a generator ofG1. Let m be a message that Alice intends to secretly send to Bob.



The originalIBE scheme proposed by Dan Boneh and Matthew Franklin [3] is as
follows:

3.1. Encryption

Alice chooses a random numberr ∈ Fq and computes1:

{
U = rP
V = m⊕H3(e(RPKG, rQbob))

(3)

and sends the ciphertext(U, V ) to Bob.
To increase security, we can view the hash functionH3 as a random oracle, defined as
follows:

H3 : G2 −→ {0, 1}∗.
Notice that Alice uses Bob’s ID-based public key to encryptm. To do that, she needs only
to know his identity (e.g. Bob’s e-mail address).

3.2. Decryption

Bob, after receiving(U, V ) from Alice, performs the following computation to recover
cleartextm:

m = V ⊕H3(e(U, Sbob)) (4)

Clearly, we can see that Bob uses his ID-based private key to findm.

3.3. Verification

Let us show how Bob is able to recoverm:

V ⊕H3(e(U, Sbob)) = V ⊕H3(e(rP, Sbob)), asU = rP by(3)

= V ⊕H3(e(rP, sQbob)), asSbob = sQbob by(2)

= V ⊕H3(e(P, Qbob))
rs, by bilinearity

= V ⊕H3(e(sP, rQbob)), by bilinearity

= V ⊕H3(e(RPKG, rQbob)), asRPKG = sP

= m, due to equation(3)

V = m⊕H3(e(RPKG, rQbob))

3.4. Security ofBF’s scheme

Schemes based on pairings, likeBF’s scheme, depend not only on the hardness ofDLP,
but also on the hardness of a problem known as bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (BDHP).
First, we defineBDHP as follows:

1⊕ represents exclusive-OR (XOR).



• BDHP – Given (P , aP , bP , cP ) ⊂ G1 computee(P, P ).abc

We are going to show that, even if theDLP was hard, an adversary could obtain advantages
if the BDHP was easy.

Suppose that Alice sent a messagem to Bob, usingBF’s scheme. As we saw,
Bob received (U, V ) from Alice. If an adversary Charles intends to decryptm, he must
computem using equation (4). However, asSbob is unknown to Charles and assuming
thatDLP is hard, Charles fails to computee(Sbob, U) and cannot recoverm.

Now, let us assume that Charles is able to easily solve theBDHP in the group
chosen by Alice. We can see that Charles knows the following values:

• RPKG = sP ;
• Qbob = H1(IDbob) = hP (for someh ∈ Fq, becauseQbob is a point in the elliptic

curve);
• U = rP , because we assumed that Charles had intercepted (U, V ).

As DLP is hard, the valuess, h andr are unknown to Charles, but assuming that he can
solve theBDHP, if he knowssP , hP andrP he can computee(P, P )shr.
Nevertheless:

e(Sbob, U) = e(sQbob, rP )
= e(shP, rP )
= e(P, P )shr

Thus, assuming that theBDHP is easy, an adversary can compute correctly the pairing
e(Sbob, U) and recoverm, even if theDLP is hard, that is, an adversary needs neitherSbob

nors to decryptm.

We can guarantee the security in pairing-based cryptosystems by choosing appro-
priately the parametersk andq so that both theDLP and theBDHP are hard.

3.5. On the selection of a random numberr

We saw in equation (3) that Alice must choose a random numberr. In the original paper,
the authors do not mention the importance of this choice. To increase the security of the
scheme, Alice must choose a uniformly distributed and independent number, so as not to
give any chance for an adversary to obtain advantage. For example, let us assume that
Alice choosesr from a regular sequencer, r + d, r + 2d, ... (for some integerd). The
adversary only needs to find oner and so, the others are easily predicted, and the security
of the system is compromised.

An extreme situation occurs when Alice chooses the samer for two different mes-
sages. If she does that, any adversary can perform an attack similar to the one described
in [4] — and summarized below — and recoversm.

Let us suppose that Alice sent messagesm1 andm2 to Bob and she carelessly
chose the samer. In the equation (3), we see that the valueU will be the same, since it
depends onr, but the valueV will be different, as it depends onm. So, letV1 andV2 be
the values computed by Alice when she sentm1 andm2, respectively.

Besides, as the values ofH3(e(RPKG, rQbob)) for both messages (m1 andm2)
remain constant since they do not depend onm, we can call themx.



Thus, let us rewrite the second equation of (3) as follows:

{
V1 = m1 ⊕ x
V2 = m2 ⊕ x

If an adversary Charles intercepts valuesV1 andV2, he can compute:

V = V1 ⊕ V2

= (m1 ⊕ x)⊕ (m2 ⊕ x)
= m1 ⊕m2

By knowing the valueV , if an adversary obtainsm1 (without loss of generality),
he can perform a known plaintext attack and getsm2 successfully.

This weakness is becausem is XOR-ed with a computed value that depends on a
random number. To avoid this problem we propose next to replace the XOR function by
a nonlinear function.

4. A key-exchange protocol

We propose a variant of theBF’s scheme, so that it can be used as a key-exchange protocol.
It is well known the existing symmetric cryptography is much faster than asymmetric one
and, in practice, asymmetric cryptography is often used as a key exchange protocol to
exchange a secret key which is then used to ensure secrecy between the parties.

We can do the same withBF’s scheme by replacing theXOR function by a known
symmetric encryption algorithm (e,g., 3-DES or AES). With this substitution, if Alice
wants to communicate with Bob, she usesIBE only to exchange a secret key with Bob
and then they can exchange secure messages using symmetric cryptography, which is
known to be much faster than pairing-based cryptosystems.

The proposed variant is as follows: notice, by equations (3) and (4) that Alice and
Bob compute the same value (Alice computesH3(e(RPKG, rQbob)) and we have proved
that this value is equal to the one computed by Bob,H3(e(U, Sbob)). Let us call this value
k.

In our protocol, the valuek, instead of being XOR-ed with a message by Alice to
compute the encryption ofm, (that is,V ), it will be used as a symmetric encryption key
between Alice and Bob. In this case, Alice does not have to carefully choose a uniformly
distributed and independent random number for each message she intends to transmit as
occurs in the original scheme. She only needs to choose one random number to exchange
a key with Bob and after that, exchange as many encrypted messages as needed. If she
later wants to change the secret key, she chooses another random number and establishes
another key.

Moreover, as the key value depends on the hash functionH3, we can impose the
hash value to be as large as we want. For example, we can define the hash function to
map the pairing value to a 128-bit key, or 256-bit key or even a larger key.

The first step of our protocol is presented below:



4.1. Key establishment phase I

As in the encryption phase ofBF’s scheme, Alice chooses a random numberr ∈ Fq and
computes: {

U = rP
k = H3(et(rQbob, RPKG))

(5)

and sends (U ) to Bob.

4.2. Key establishment phase II

As in the decryption phase ofBF’s scheme, Bob will, after receiving(U) from Alice,
perform the following computation to recoverk:

k = H3(et(Sbob, U)) (6)

With this step, Alice is sure that only Bob can recoverk, since only he knows the appro-
priateSbob. However, for this protocol to be considered secure, Bob needs to be sure that
the message was sent by Alice. Thus, to complete our protocol, it is necessary that Alice
signs some information she sends to Bob, so as to prove that she is, in fact, Alice.

In the next section, we will see the complete key exchange protocol, combining
BF’s scheme with a signature scheme, to obtain mutual authentication.

5. Using a signature scheme together withBF’s scheme

We saw in our key exchange protocol that Alice must sign some information she sends
to Bob, in order to prove that she is Alice. In this section we will see an example of
a signature scheme proposed by Florian Hess [7], that can be used together withBF’s
scheme.

5.1. Signature

If Alice wants to sign a messagem, first she chooses a random numbert ∈ Fq and a
random pointP1 ∈ G∗1 and computes:

r = e(P1, P )t (7)

Afterwards, she computes:
h = H2(m||r) (8)

and at last,
W = hSalice + tP1 (9)

Now Alice’s signature onm is (W,h). We can think ofH2 as a random oracle defined as
follows:

H2 : {0, 1}∗ −→ Fq

Notice by equation (9) that Alice uses herID-based private keySalice to compute
the signature onm. See also that the sum in equation (9) represents a sum of points on an
elliptic curve, sincehSalice andtP1 are both points inG1.



5.2. Verification

If Bob wants to verify that the signature comes from Alice, he must compute:

r = e(W,P ) · e(Qalice,−RPKG)h (10)

After computingr, Bob accepts Alice’s signature as valid if, and only if:

h = H2(m||r) (11)

Notice that only public parameters are used to verify the signature, meaning that anyone
is able to perform such verification.

5.3. Proof

Now, we are going to prove that the equation (10) holds for a valid signature.

e(W,P ) · e(Qalice,−RPKG)h = e(hSalice + tP1, P ) · e(Qalice,−RPK)h

= e(hSalice + tP1, P ) · e(Qalice,−sP )h

= e(hSalice + tP1, P ) · e(Qalice,−P )sh

= e(hSalice + tP1, P ) · e(sQalice, P )−h

= e(hSalice + tP1, P ) · e(Salice, P )−h

= e(hSalice + tP1, P ) · e(−hSalice, P )

= e(hSalice − hSalice + tP1, P )

= e(tP1, P )

= e(P1, P )t

= r (due to equation (7))

In Hess’ scheme, we can see by equation (11) that a verifier needs to know the
messagem so as to perform the verification. There are other kinds of signature schemes,
which include message recovery, in that the verifier by using sender’s public key, is able
to recover the message. Examples of the latter areRSA signatures.

If we use Hess’ scheme to authenticate the sender Alice, our complete key ex-
change protocol will be as follows: after computingk by equation (5), Alice signsk with
her private keySalice, usingk in Hess’ scheme (equation 8) instead ofm. After that, Alice
sendsU and (W,h) to Bob, where (W,h) is Alice’s signature onk.

Bob, to receive the secret keyk, first uses his private keySbob to computek (this
way, Alice is sure that only the authentic Bob could decrypt correctly) and then he checks
if (W,h) is a valid signature of Alice onk. If this verification is correct, they can start
exchanging messages usingk as a secret key; otherwise, he rejectsk.



Alice can choose any signature scheme to combine withBF’s scheme. If she
decides to use a message-recovery signature scheme instead of Hess’ scheme, she has to
sign the valueU , instead ofk, otherwise anyone could recover the secret keyk by only
using Alice’s public key. Bob, after receiving the signed valueU , performs a signature
verification to check ifU comes from Alice. If not, he rejectsU .

In our key exchange protocol, once Alice and Bob are authenticated and a key is
exchanged, any message between them can be encrypted by an agreed upon symmetric
algorithm (for example, Alice sendsC = Ck(m) and Bob computesm = Dk(C), where
Dk is the inverse ofCk, implemented by choosing secure algorithms such asAES, 3-DES

etc.

6. Conclusions and further research

We have shown how to useIBE BF’s scheme as a key exchange protocol by replacing the
XOR operation by a symmetric algorithm and using it together with a signature scheme,
so as to establish mutual authentication. This way, we avoid the dependency on a ran-
dom number choice that can be exploited in the original protocol, if the sender does
not carefully choose this random number. Moreover, our protocol allows the pairing-
based scheme to be used only as a secure channel to transmit secret keys, and, after that,
messages can be exchanged by symmetric cryptography, much faster than asymmetric
cryptography, especially pairing-based cryptography.

We suggest, as further research, a comparison between our proposed key-
exchange protocol and other existing key-exchange protocols [5, 6, 8, 10, 11] in terms
of security and performance. Another interesting line of research would be to conduct
attacks against our protocol. We think it is strong against the known attacks but we advice
further research to be done.
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